
Pup Smarty
handcrafted individual copper masks

Order and sketches for a new mask

Date _____________

Name, customer ______________________________________

Address, location ______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Country ______________________________________

Expected buy price ______________ in Euro (€)

Partial payment 40% from expected buy price ______________ in Euro (€)

Sign customer ______________________________________

Color options see attached file

The sketches provided by the customer will only be used for creating the mask of this order. They will 
not be used for other customers

With his signature the buyer confirms his design and his wishesWith his signature the buyer confirms 
his design and his wishes. 

The final price may depend on other external services such as airbrushing or other techniques. If 
necessary, an additional offer will be obtained from third parties according to the customer's 
requirements.

The customer receives his order signed by both parties and handed over with his data. If the customer
withdraws from the purchase after 10 days after receiving this order, 50% of his deposit will be 
refunded to his account and his data and sketches will be destroyed.

The buyer will receive professional photos for viewing after completion. After receipt of the remaining 
purchase sum, the mask will be sent to the buyer in a clean and safe packaging.

The customer will receive a suitable stand for his mask, on which the mask can be placed safely. This 
also includes a sneaker bag, which the customer can design himself if required. There are also 
sketches attached. 

The provider for this service is the company Spreadshirt in Germany, they quote the price for an 
individual design, which is added to the offer.

Sven Berthold aka Pup Smarty – Forstweg 1 – Germany –  21271 Hanstedt - +49 (0) 173 8452633
IBAN DE29 2075 0000 0000 6298 73 – BIC NOLADE21HAM

bark@pupsmarty.com www.pupsmarty.com 

http://www.pupsmarty.com/
mailto:bark@pupsmarty.com















